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Abstract: User–AI collaboration is an increasingly common paradigm in assistive technologies.
However, designers of such systems do not know whether communicating the AI’s accuracy is
beneficial. Disclosing the accuracy could lead to more informed decision making or reduced trust in
the AI. In the context of assistive technologies, understanding how design decisions affect User–AI
collaboration is critical because less efficient User–AI collaboration may drastically lower the quality
of life. To address this knowledge gap, we conducted a VR study in which a simulated AI predicted
the user’s intended action in a selection task. Fifteen participants had to either intervene or delegate
the decision to the AI. We compared participants’ behaviors with and without the disclosure of details
on the AI’s accuracy prior to the system’s deployment while also varying the risk level in terms
of decision consequences. The results showed that communicating potential errors shortened the
decision-making time and allowed the users to develop a more efficient strategy for intervening in
the decision. This work enables more effective designs of the interfaces for assistive technologies
using AI.
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1. Introduction

In the last few decades, artificial intelligence (AI) has been swiftly integrated into
numerous sectors of our day-to-day life, be it health [1], workspaces [2], education sys-
tems [3], or even our private lives [4]. AI-enhanced technologies also offer novel ways
to help users to overcome various personal limitations [5], ranging from augmentations,
such as enhanced vision aids [6,7] or mobility assistance [8], up to cognitive aids to slow
down the development of dementia [9] and other mental burdens [10]. Despite significant
improvement in AI algorithms driven by the recent hardware and software advancements,
it is still inevitable that the model may fail to meet the user’s needs and expectations,
similar to other technologies [11]. Even highly accurate AI algorithms might be subjected
to incorrect predictions. As AI technologies are fundamentally data-driven models, their
performance highly depends on the training data set used to train the models. Next to
biases in the data that influence the predictive power, a training set is unlikely to cover the
full range of variance present in the data of the population. Thus, the error potential of AI
algorithms is, at least to some extent, always present and therefore needs to be considered.
In the context of assistive technology, AI models can furthermore be challenged by the
limited data quality on which inference is based. For example, if the patient’s capacity is
impaired, intention prediction might not reflect the user’s natural behavior, resulting in
undesired consequences for the patient [12].

There are several factors that may affect the user’s acceptance of such technologies,
such as the performance of the system. Witnessing an AI producing errors may cause users
to stop using a piece of technology due to the mismatch between the AI’s performance and
expectations [13–17]. The failure to meet the user’s expectations may also induce algorithm
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aversion, which describes the user’s tendency to reject the suggestions of an algorithm once
they observe its incorrect prediction, even if the model generally outperforms humans [18].

Despite the role of the system’s performance on user acceptance, the usage of more
sensors and complex AI-based approaches may also affect the user’s acceptance [19],
especially in elderly populations [20,21]. Within the context of health and caregiving,
the lack of acceptance becomes particularly acute because users may be highly dependent
on the AI’s performance [5,22].

To overcome these challenges of complex AI technologies, prior work suggests en-
suring the AI’s model is more explainable and being transparent about the AI’s reasoning
and performance to the user [23], which is a core component of the concept of explainable
AI (XAI) [24]. One specific goal of XAI is to strengthen users’ trust in the technology and,
thus, strengthen the relationship between the user and AI algorithms to help them to
unlock their full potential [25]. Furthermore, the increased transparency about the AI and
the underlying technology may help designers to manage the user’s expectations of the
capabilities of an AI.

Besides transparency, the communication of risks [26] is crucial for balancing the
user’s expectations. Prior work emphasizes that risk perception is based on a mental model
of the current situation based on direct inputs (e.g., own experience of interacting with
a device) and indirect ones (e.g., reading articles about the performance of a device) [27].
Risk communication may alter the personal mental model and trust in the technology
itself [28]. In AI-based assistive technologies, researchers emphasize that proper risk and
error communication may become essential to help patients and medical experts adopt
these technologies [29].

However, while previous research discusses the role of error and risk in separate
works, the overall influence of both these factors on the user’s performance is still unclear.
In the present work, we address this gap by investigating the communication from the
AI to the user in potentially erroneous scenarios and its influences on the efficiency of
User–AI collaboration. By error communication, we mean the level of detail in the system’s
introduction to the user before its deployment, specifically, the elaboration on the AI
accuracy. The risk factor is addressed in terms of decision consequences.

To address this knowledge gap, we evaluate whether the user would be less willing
to follow the model’s suggestion once aware of the possible errors, even given an overall
high accuracy of the AI, or, conversely, whether it would benefit the user’s performance.
Consequently, we address whether conveying the potential AI error to the user will reduce
the time necessary for them to settle on either actively intervening in the model’s decision
or going along with the model’s prediction. In the present study, the latter scenario is
regarded as a more efficient User–AI collaboration.

Notably, the vast majority of existing research on AI’s error communication is fo-
cused on models from rather remote modalities, such as making decisions on speed dating
results [30] or predicting a person’s yearly income based on their demographics [31]. Addi-
tionally, one problem of the mentioned studies is that users typically perform as well as the
proposed AI model or worse. This is not applicable in scenarios with assistive technology as
the user often precisely knows their intention, be it picking a specific object using a robotic
arm or navigating the room using an AI-driven wheelchair. To improve the ecological
validity, we designed a paradigm emulating a realistic scenario for a user intending to
grasp an object. We implemented the experiment in virtual reality (VR) to maintain a
high level of realism and increase the participant’s immersion in the environment [32].
The study is meant to be an initial step within a larger research project aiming to develop
an AI-supported system to assist users with motor impairments in daily tasks such as
grasping an object using a prosthetic arm. Thus, VR is an essential tool for the experimental
design enabling further applicability of the findings.

We conducted a VR study in which the participants were introduced to an AI model
that predicted the object of interest the participant intended to grasp. Before confirming
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each final decision, the participants had to either check the AI’s decision or accept it without
intervening. Checking the AI’s decision allowed the user to correct it.

To engage the participants in the paradigm, we implemented a scoring system that
allows participants to collect points if the final decision on the object was right or lose
points when the decision was false. Critically, users had to invest certain points in checking
the AI’s decision. With such a scoring system, we enable the user to collaborate with the AI
model. The goal of the task was to maximize the number of points.

To incorporate the potential error of AI systems, we simulated two scenarios where
the AI performed at different levels of accuracy as suggested by prior work [31]. A low-
predictive-power (low-accuracy) model represents a high-potential-error AI. Another high-
predictive-power (high-accuracy) model represents a low-potential-error AI. The key ap-
proach of the study was to compare the participants’ behaviors when the potential error
of the AI was not disclosed and when it was revealed to the participants. In doing so,
we investigate the influence of communicating to the user the potential AI errors on the
user’s performance. Additionally, we introduced two levels of risk in terms of decision
consequences by varying the number of points participants can lose on incorrect final
decisions. This variation allowed us to gain insights into the impact of risk communication
on user performance.

The present study provides insights for AI developers in various sectors, particularly
assistive technology. Regarded together, our results show that conveying the potential
AI error to the user enables the user to anticipate when it is more practical to actively
participate in the final decision or delegate it to the AI and also ensures a faster decision
regardless of the risk level. That is to say, it enables more efficient collaboration between
the user and the AI.

1.1. Related Work

As our main contribution focuses on error communication in human–computer in-
teraction with specific regard to assistive technology, we will first define AI in the context
of assistive technology. Afterward, we emphasize the role of error communication in
human–AI interaction and, finally, we will discuss the influences of risk in the context of
error communication.

1.1.1. AI in the Context of Assistive Technologies

During the last decade, computational power rapidly grew, enabling researchers and
developers to apply advanced technologies such as artificial intelligence to various areas [9].
Furthermore, in the context of assistive technologies, researchers began to apply AI to help
individuals with special needs along with caregivers. AI-enhanced systems may be useful
to overcome personal limitations of both physiological and cognitive nature. For example,
through the application of enhanced computer vision, researchers created tools to restore
the capabilities of the patient’s eyes [33]. Furthermore, through advanced AI prostheses,
users may gain more independence and flexibility in their daily routines [34]. Furthermore,
researchers show that applying AI systems may help to slow down the development of
Alzheimer’s disease and other mental problems [35]. Moreover, artificial intelligence may
assist caregivers and health experts in their practices [36]. Such, through applied machine
learning algorithms, researchers were able to improve the detection of illnesses through
advanced analysis techniques of medical images [37]. Finally, AI-enhanced systems have
been applied as social assistance, for example, to engage the elderly by means of high-
level conversations while assisting them during various tasks [38]. However, while these
examples illustrate the great potential of AI in the context of assistive technology, there are
certain risks and challenges relevant when applying AI in this domain.

Similar to Leonelli [39], who states that “extracting knowledge from data is not a
neutral act”, we face a similar problem in the context of assistive technologies [40]. Re-
cently applied AI approaches are data-driven and rely heavily on high-quality data from
numerous sources [41]. However, if the underlying data are already biased, the evolving
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AI model will likely be biased as well and, therefore, increase the probability of making
wrong decisions such as false diagnoses or interventions when the user is not present in
the bias-supported class [42,43].

Another challenge for AI developers is the acceptance of new technology. Various
examples show that, while a piece of technology may benefit a user, there are multiple
reasons to stop using it or mistrust it. One aspect may be the experience of anxiety while
interacting with the system due to the usage of intimidating sensors such as brain–computer
interfaces [44]. Furthermore, AI systems may become rather complex and, therefore,
difficult to understand how they work [45]. A common term for this phenomenon is “black
box”. In some cases, even developers do not understand the mechanics inside the AI model
and only work on it as a black box by adjusting its inputs and outputs. Thus, users might
have even bigger problems in understanding the complexity and are expected to blindly
trust the results of an AI without knowing how it works [46]. However, this may cause
discomfort and lead to users experiencing algorithm aversion [47]. To overcome these
problems of a complex black box, researchers and designers began to introduce the concept
of explainable AI [48]. It has the goal of explaining the AI’s decision to the user. As such,
the communication of the AI’s limitations and potential errors are important aspects of
explainable AI.

1.1.2. Error Communication

While interacting with a system, the user and the system itself may cause errors.
To manage the errors caused by users, research on user experience (UX) design emphasizes
that designers should offer simple ways to correct errors [49,50]. Similarly, designers should
show easy-to-understand information on the origin of the error and its occurrence, such as
highlighting errors in a web form [51]. At the same time, insufficient error communication
may cause frustration, and, in the worst case, users may lose their trust in the system [52].

Looking at system errors, there are even long time risks if errors are communicated
in an inappropriate way. If communicated wrongly, users may adopt harmful strategies
leading to disruptive behaviors [53,54]. For example, if a voice-based interface does not
recognize the user’s command, some users adapt their voice and rely on hyperarticulate
speech to “assist” the system in recovery [54], which may cause discomfort and further
increase the user’s algorithm aversion [47]. Even showing an error message can already
cause unpleasant emotions in users [55]. However, the tone of voice used to communicate
an error can alter how unpleasant the users see these messages as. As prior work shows,
using an apologetic tone of voice reduces the negative effects of error messages [56].

In recent years, more advanced artificial intelligence systems have been developed to
support individuals in making optimal decisions in high-risk scenarios [57]. Contrary to
UX design strategies, prior work shows that communicating errors in such situations may
increase the probability that users stop trusting such systems or begin to rely more on their
own intuition. Thus, error communication can lead to decreased performance [58].

Moreover, it has been shown that users lose their trust in an AI much faster than when
interacting with other humans [59]. As these data suggests, designers are challenged with
two apparently contradictory recommendations: On one side, the UX design literature
suggests being open and directly communicating errors to the user. On the other side,
the experiments show that being open about system errors can cause users to distrust the
results of the AI’s prediction and, in the worst case, stop using the technology.

1.1.3. The Relationship between User Performance, Risk, and Error Communication

Furthermore, it has been shown that being transparent about limitations such as
low predictive power (low accuracy) could be beneficial for appropriate user expectation
management. As such, it could lead to a higher model acceptance [60], too. One of the
key pillars of the XAI concept is transparency. Derived from sociology, the authors in [61]
outlined several principles for XAI. Among others, transparently informing about non-
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trustworthy AI is critical. This guideline addresses communicating situations to the user
where the AI system would not work as expected.

Numerous authors have also studied the effect of conveying AI accuracy to users
regarding the user’s performance. For example, it has been shown that the model’s stated
accuracy affects the user’s willingness to check the model’s decision. The participants
agreed with the model’s prediction more readily if the AI’s stated accuracy was higher [30].
In [31], the authors attempted to objectively measure how much participants trusted the
AI model while varying the reported predictive power of the AI on a trial-by-trial basis.
The results showed that, starting at an accuracy level of 70%, the participants were more
willing to delegate the decision to the AI once they were aware of the model’s confidence.

Alternatively, the decision of whether to communicate errors to the user can also
depend on the application’s risk level. In [30], where an AI was represented by an as-
sistant to predict a person’s yearly income with certain qualities, the researchers did not
find any influence on the amount at stake on the participants’ behavior. The authors
recognize, however, that the absence of the effect can be explained by negligible conse-
quences for the participants in the case of an incorrect final decision. In assistive technology,
however, the role of the risk of AI failure to correctly predict a user’s intention grows
significantly as the user physically relies on the system’s performance. The failure of an AI
to successfully support the user can cost them various resources, while financial and tem-
poral costs are the least, physical trauma and health threats are more severe safety-related
consequences [62,63].

1.2. Scope of This Study

As stated above, there is a gap in the current research: On the one hand, XAI and UX
design recommend being transparent about the system’s performance and to communicate
errors. On the other hand, there is existing evidence that challenges these recommendations,
as it might introduce mistrust when the user experiences an error or malfunctioning system.
Furthermore, previous research shows that even just communicating an error to the user
can already cause discomfort. However, a clear analysis of whether communicating the AI’s
potential error is essential to help AI designers correctly communicate the system’s status
to the user is missing. Especially in high-risk contexts, such as assistive technologies, losing
the user’s trust may hold them back by forcing them to rely on their intuition instead of
using advanced AI-based systems to their full potential. Thus, in this paper, we investigate
the importance of potential error communication of AI models while varying risk in terms
of the decision consequences.

2. Materials and Methods

To better understand the effect of error communication on the efficiency of User–AI
collaboration, we conducted a VR study where participants interacted with a simulated
artificial intelligence. Keeping in mind the assistive technologies, where users have to rely
on an AI-enhanced prosthesis [34] as the principle application, an “imagine-to-grasp” task
was implemented.

2.1. Experimental Paradigm and the Task

The task was implemented where the participants were instructed to imagine grasping
one of the four objects in front of them on a virtual table. An AI model was simulated,
predicting which of the presented objects the user intended to grasp. The total accuracy of
the model was set to 90%. In each trial, the participant was instructed to imagine grasping
a specific object that was displayed prior to the trial. Thereafter, the participant had to
decide whether they trusted the model’s prediction without knowing the result and move
on or double-check whether the model made the correct decision.

After their decision, we revealed whether the AI “predicted” the correct object they
imagined to grasp regardless of whether the participant checked and potentially corrected
it or did not intervene. A decision was considered to be correct if the final selected object
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matched the object that the participant was instructed to imagine to grasp. Otherwise,
the final decision was regarded as incorrect. In the case of an incorrect decision, the model’s
prediction was randomly assigned to one of the three non-target objects. Note that an
incorrect prediction could only be assigned to the objects adjacent to the target one. In doing
so, we intended to avoid compromising the simulated AI model if the proposed model’s
prediction appeared spatially too far from the target object.

To address the User–AI collaboration, we used a scoring system where the participants
gained points whenever the AI made a correct final decision and lost points otherwise.
In addition, the participants lost some points every time they checked the model’s decision.
The ultimate goal for the task was to maximize the total score in each experimental session.
The participants had to collaborate with the AI to gain as many points as possible during
the tasks. The details on the number of gains and penalty points can be found in Section 2.5.

To confirm that the participants generally trusted the system and, consequently, to val-
idate the implemented paradigm, at the end of each experimental session, the participants
were requested to provide a rating from 0 (= no trust at all) to 10 (= complete trust) on how
much they trusted the model’s predictions overall.

The participants were explicitly informed that, during the experiment, the model
does not learn from the participants’ responses but rather collects the data for further post-
analysis. Thus, the participants were encouraged not to try to adjust their strategy while
striving to improve the model performance. The specific instructions to the participants
can be found in Section 2.2.1.

2.2. Trial Flow

The general trial flow is demonstrated in Figure 1A. Each trial can be segmented into
four or five phases that are indicated in Figure 1B:

• Task presentation: starts from the moment the target object is shown to the participant
until they press a button to start the presentation of four objects.

• Data collection by simulated AI: starts when four objects appear in front of the user
and finishes after four seconds. The participant is told that, during this phase, the AI
model is collecting the data from the user as well as from the environment.

• Decision making: starts immediately after the data collection and is initiated by the
appearance of two buttons CONTINUE and CHECK. The phase finishes once one of
the buttons is selected by the participant.

• Decision confirmation: starts if the participant decides to check the model’s prediction
and selects the respective button. The phase finishes once the participant confirms the
final decision, which can either be the same as the model’s prediction in the case of a
correct trial or be corrected by the participant.

• Feedback receiving: starts after the selection of the CONTINUE button in the case the
participant decides to continue or after the participant confirms the final decision in
the case the CHECK button was selected. The phase ends upon a button press on the
controller, and a new trial immediately starts thereafter.

2.2.1. Instructions for Participants

First, the researcher conducting the experiment vocally provided a general introduc-
tion to the experiment to the participant. Thereafter, at the beginning of each session,
the respective instructions were displayed as text in the virtual environment and played in
audio format for each participant. The specific instructions were:

We trained an AI model to predict which of the presented objects the user is intending to grasp.
The model is based on multimodal data from the user and the visual scene. We previously evaluated
this model on a large data set, and its total accuracy was approximately 90%.

In the “revealed” condition, we additionally informed the participants:
However, based on the evaluation, the objects with larger circle textures are identified with

lower accuracy, 60%.
The rest of the instructions were identical for both conditions:
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The aim of this study is to test our AI model. In each trial, you will see a set of four cubes. You
will be asked to imagine grasping one of them—just look at the target where you would grasp it.
After the model collects the data, it will produce its prediction of the intended object. You will then
be prompted to either CONTINUE to the next trial or CHECK the model’s prediction and correct it
if needed. To select the button, use your gaze and press the trigger. For each correct final decision,
you will gain +5 points. For each incorrect final decision, you will lose −X points. Each check will
cost you −2 points. The final goal is to maximize your number of points. Note, the X corresponds
to the risk level where it is −2 points for the low risk and −10 points for the high risk.

Imagine grasping
this object

The final decision 
was correct/

incorrect
Trial score: X
Total score: Y

continue4 seconds

check

Would you like to 

or
 CONTINUE 

 CHECK

Model's prediction:

 Correct if needed

Task presentation
Feedback

receiving

Decision-making 
(CONTINUE or 

CHECK)

Data collection 
by simulated AI

Decision 
confirmation (in 
case of CHECK)

(A)

(B)

Figure 1. (A) A schematic representation of the trial flow. (B) An example of the respective virtual
environment scenes. After the target object was presented to the participant, four objects appeared in
front of the participant, including the target object. The participant was requested to imagine grasping
the target object for four seconds. Then, the participant selected to check or continue to the next trial
using their gaze and the controller. Depending on the selection, the model’s decision was indicated
or not. After the confirmation of the final decision, feedback was displayed on the correctness of the
final decision as well as the current trial score and the total score. The objects were positioned on four
platforms equidistantly located relative to the participant. The relevant text was displayed on the
virtual whiteboard. Moreover, to remind the participant about the number of points they could gain or
lose, the scoring system for the current sub-session was displayed on the left corner of the whiteboard
throughout the whole experiment. In the right corner of the whiteboard, the updated total score was
displayed. If the participant decided to check the model’s decision, the respective model’s prediction
platform was highlighted in blue. The current participant’s selection was indicated by highlighting
the respective platform in green. To confirm the final decision, the participant scrolled the joystick
on the controller and pressed the trigger once the intended platform was selected. Thereafter, the
feedback with the updated scores was instantaneously displayed. The trial score was colored in green
or red depending on whether the decision was correct or incorrect, respectively.

2.3. Error Implementation: Scenarios of High and Low Accuracy

To implement an AI error, two scenarios were designed where the accuracy of the
simulated AI model differed. Varying the texture pattern, two sets of objects were generated:
the first type of objects were set to be correctly predicted by the simulated AI with an
accuracy of 97.5%, whereas the second subset of objects was adjusted to be successfully
predicted with an accuracy of only 60%. We refer to the former as scenarios of high accuracy,
while the latter is regarded as scenarios of low accuracy. The details on the object design
can be found in Section 2.7.

To ensure that the participants generally considered the model’s decision and to
prevent participants checking every model’s prediction due to an excessive number of
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errors, the proportion of the trials where the target object was drawn from the set with low
accuracy was adjusted to 20% of all trials. The remaining 80% were trials with the target
object belonging to the high-accuracy scenarios. Considering the selected accuracy levels,
60% and 97.5%, respectively, and the corresponding proportion of trials, the total accuracy
of the model was 90%.

2.4. Experimental Conditions

Two experimental conditions were implemented to target the impact of the error
conveyed on the User–AI collaboration. In the first condition, before the experiment, the
participants were informed only of the total accuracy of the AI model. In the second condi-
tion, the participants were additionally communicated about the low success rate of the
model’s predictions when the target object belonged to the scenarios of low accuracy. We
refer to these conditions as “not revealed” and “revealed”, respectively. From a procedure
perspective, both conditions were identical. The only difference was ensuring the partic-
ipants were explicitly aware of the existence of two types of objects and communicating
that one specific type is the potential object category that is more likely to be incorrectly
predicted by the AI system.

2.5. Score and Risk Implementation

Two different risks were implemented to address the issue that the desire to check the
model’s decision can also be affected by the amount of risk that the participant experiences
if the model fails to correctly predict the user’s intention. The risk level was modulated
using two different numbers of penalty points in the case of an incorrect final decision.
Specifically, the participant lost 2 points at the low risk and 10 points at the high risk.
The rest of the implemented score gains and losses were maintained unchanged for all
experimental sessions. In particular, the participant gained 5 points in the case of the correct
final decision. Moreover, each time the participant checked the model’s decision, 2 points
were subtracted from the score.

2.6. Study Design

In the present study, we used a within-subjects design where every participant per-
formed all experimental sessions. For each participant, the experiment was executed on
two different days, separated by a maximum of one week, where one of the conditions, “not
revealed” and “revealed”, was performed on each day. Due to potentially bias-prone exper-
imental conditions, on the first day, the participant always performed the “not revealed”,
and, on the second day, the “revealed” condition. Furthermore, each condition was split
into two sub-sessions defined by the level of risk. The chronological order of the set risk
levels was randomized among the participants as well as for each participant between
sessions. Approximately half of the participants started from the low risk on the first day
and from the high risk on the second day, whereas the other half followed the opposite
order. Each sub-session consisted of 100 trials resulting in a total of 400 trials for each
participant in the experiment over two days. Depending on the individual performance
of every participant, each sub-session lasted 15–20 min. Between the two sub-sessions,
the participant had a short 3–5 min pause where they could remove the headset and rest.

Before starting the main experiment, each participant performed a short training
session of 3–5 trials to familiarize themselves with the VR environment as well as learn
how to interact within the experiment using the controller and their gaze.

2.7. Stimuli

We chose a neutral abstract design for the objects to prevent meaning-related biases
as well as keep the stimuli of the same geometrical simple shape. The idea was to have
two well-distinguishable object categories while avoiding explicit characteristics supposing
worse accuracy detection such as shape or size variability. The objects were represented by
cubes of size 0.15 Unity meters. The cubes differed by two parameters, the texture pattern
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and the color. The former was the informative parameter indicating the objects drawn
from the set of various accuracy of the AI prediction. The latter was uninformative and
was utilized to diversify the objects. The texture patterns were generated by randomly
positioning multiple circles on a square using the CircleCollections class from Matplotlib
library. The textures with smaller circles represented the objects of high accuracy, whereas
the patterns with larger circles constituted the objects of low accuracy. The relative size
of the smaller and larger circles was arbitrarily set to 1:333. Consequently, the relative
number of circles on the square was set to 333:1. The color spectrum of the circles was
uniformly distributed over a selected color map. Six different color maps from Matplotlib
were used to generate the textures including “cool”, “Greys”, “Greens”, “Blues”, “Reds”,
and “Purples”. In Figure 2, all the generated texture patterns are demonstrated.

Figure 2. The generated texture pattern for the cube objects. The upper row corresponds to the objects
designed for the scenarios of low accuracy, whereas the lower row regards the scenarios of high
accuracy. The color was an uninformative feature for the task and was used to diversify the objects.

2.8. Participants

We tested 15 naive participants (13 female and 2 male) with normal or corrected to
normal vision. The participants were aged between 20 and 31 years old. No formal power
analysis for the sample size calculation was performed. All the procedures conformed to
Standard 8 of the American Psychological Association’s “Ethical Principles of Psychologists
and Code of Conduct (2010)”. Signed informed consent was obtained from each participant
before the measurements. All the data were stored and analyzed in full compliance with
the principles of the Data Protection Act GDPR 2016/679 of the European Union.

2.9. Experimental Setup
2.9.1. Hardware Specifications

The visual content was displayed to the participants using an HTC Vive Pro Eye (HTC
Corporation, Taoyuan, Taiwan) virtual reality headset running on a Windows 10 PC with a
NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1070 graphics card (NVIDIA Corporation, Santa Clara, CA, USA).
The field of view of the headset and the refresh rate reported by the manufacturer are
110◦ and 90 Hz, respectively. The participants operated within the environment via the
Valve Index controller held in the right hand. The headset’s and controller’s positions and
rotations were tracked via four HTC base stations 2.0. To facilitate the interaction with the
VR environment, their gaze was used for the selection of the respective option, to continue
or to check the model’s decision. Once the intended button was gazed on, the participant
confirmed their choice by pressing the trigger on the controller. In the case of checking
the model’s decision, the participant could scroll through the objects using the joystick
on the controller and select the intended object by pressing the trigger. The eye-tracking
data were collected using the built-in eye tracker at a frequency of 90 Hz. During the
experiment, the participant was in a sitting position and could freely rotate their head
within the working space. The experimental setup is schematically shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Schematic representation of the experimental setup. To strengthen the immersion, a virtual
chair was placed in the VR environment at the same position where the actual chair was located in
the real world.

2.9.2. Software Specifications

The experimental paradigm was generated using the Unity Game engine [64], Unity
version 2019.4.0.f1. The eye movement data were recorded using Unity package SRanipal
version 1.3.3.0 at a sampling rate of 90 Hz. The data analysis was performed using Python
3.6 packages NumPy [65] version 1.19.1, SciPy [66] version 1.5.2, and Pandas [67] version
1.1.3. The statistical analysis was conducted using R version 3.6.1. The data visualization
was performed using Python packages Matplotlib [68] version 3.3.1 and Seaborn [69]
version 0.11.0.

2.10. Analysis and Expected Behavior
2.10.1. Behavioral Metrics

To address the efficiency of the User–AI collaboration, we used several behavioral
markers. We evaluated the number of times the participant checked the model’s prediction
during each session and the duration of the decision-making phase. Furthermore, the total
score over each experimental session was examined. We were primarily interested in
the effect of the experimental condition as well as evaluating the risk influence. For all
statistical ANOVA tests, the data were checked for normality.

Number of Checks

We evaluated the difference between the total number of checks in the “revealed”
and “not revealed” conditions at each risk level using a two-way repeated measures
ANOVA with the condition and risk as independent variables. To further understand the
participants’ strategy, we inspected the difference in the number of checks between the
objects corresponding to the low-accuracy scenarios and high-accuracy objects. Specifically,
the effect of the condition and risk on the difference between the number of checks for
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low- and high-accuracy objects was evaluated using two-way repeated-measures ANOVA.
Finally, a post hoc Tukey test was conducted.

Although the total number of checks can provide a general idea of how often partic-
ipants were willing to intervene in the model’s prediction vs. delegating the decision to
the AI, we primarily focused on the distribution between the number of checks for the
high- and low-accuracy objects in “not revealed” vs. “revealed” conditions. The main
hypothesis was that, if the communication of the erroneous scenarios to the participants
positively affects the efficiency of User–AI collaboration in the “revealed” condition, there
would be a significant shift in the number of checks toward the objects with low accuracy
relative to the objects with high accuracy. It would indicate that the participants adjusted
their strategy when collaborating with AI leading to more efficient performance. Alterna-
tively, the distribution of the number of checks could stay similar among the conditions
demonstrating no significant effect of the error communication. Furthermore, we expected
a generally larger number of checks in the case of higher risk due to aversion to the risk of
losing a lot of points.

Total Score

We inspected the total score in points for each experimental session. Generally, the scor-
ing system was designed to regard (1) the effort of the user when collaborating with AI,
(2) the undesired outcome in case of the system’s failure to predict the user’s intention, and
(3) the benefits in the case of accurate intention prediction by the AI. Thus, the total score in
the present study serves as an implicit indicator of the efficiency of the User–AI collabo-
ration. We, therefore, examined the effect of the condition, “revealed” vs. “not revealed”,
and the risk on the total score using two-way repeated-measures ANOVA. Finally, a post
hoc Tukey test was conducted.

If causing participants to be aware of the low-accuracy objects positively influences
the efficiency of the collaboration between the user and AI, we expected the total score
to increase in the “revealed” condition. Alternatively, the score would stay unchanged,
indicating no effect of the revealing of the erroneous scenarios. Moreover, we expected the
score to be generally lower for the higher risk due to the study design, where the steps for
the score increment are much larger for the higher risk.

Decision Time

As an additional metric of the User–AI collaboration efficiency, we examined the time
that participants needed to decide whether to continue to the next trial or to check the
model’s prediction. We evaluated the decision time using two-way ANOVA with the con-
dition and risk as independent variables. Thereafter, a post hoc Tukey test was conducted.

A more efficient User–AI collaboration would manifest in the reduction in time that
participants needed to make a decision. Thus, we expected a lower decision time in the
“revealed” condition compared to the “not revealed”. Otherwise, no effect of the condition
on decision time could be expected. Furthermore, we expected longer decision times for
the high risk due to higher stakes in the case of failure.

2.10.2. Self-Reported Trust

We evaluated the self-reported trust of the participants to validate the experimental
paradigm. We expected a relatively high rating, indicating that the participants trusted
that there is an actual AI model and that the paradigm successfully engaged the User–
AI collaboration.

3. Results
3.1. Self-Reported Trust

The self-reported trust remained stably high across conditions and risk levels and
was rated at 7.78 ± 0.92 on average among 15 participants. This result indicates that the
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implemented experimental paradigm successfully captured the collaboration between the
user and AI. We further elaborate on the self-reported trust in Section 4.4.

3.2. Behavioral Metrics
3.2.1. Number of Checks

In Figure 4A, the total number of checks is shown across the conditions and at different
risk levels. No significant effects of the condition (F = 0.096, p = 0.758) and the risk
(F = 1.330, p = 0.254) were found. This indicates that the participants did not check the
model’s decision more often, even when the low-accuracy objects were communicated
to them, nor when the risk varied. Figure 4B demonstrates the difference in the number
of checks between the trials with low-accuracy target objects and high-accuracy trials.
The respective ANOVA results are summarized in Table 1. There was a significant effect
of the condition (F = 35.373, p < 0.001), indicating a clear shift of the interventions in the
“revealed” condition toward the objects that were communicated to be predicted by the
model with low accuracy. A post hoc Tukey test showed a significant difference between
the checks for both low risk (padj < 0.01) and high risk (padj < 0.001). Note that the
total number of trials where the target object was drawn from the set of low accuracy
scenarios was significantly less than that of high accuracy as discussed in Section 2.3.
Nonetheless, the total number of checks for the low-accuracy objects is clearly larger in the
“revealed” condition. There was no significant effect of the risk (F = 0.266, p = 0.608) nor
the interaction between the condition and risk (F = 0.516, p = 0.476).

Table 1. The summary table for ANOVA results for the number of checks. DF is degrees of freedom,
Sum Sq contains values for the sum of squares, Mean Sq are mean squares, and F- and p-values are
respective ANOVA statistics values.

Factor DF Sum Sq Mean Sq F-Value p-Value

Risk 1 16.4 16.4 0.266 0.608
Condition 1 2171.3 2171.3 35.373 2.82 × 10−7

Risk:Condition 1 31.7 31.7 0.516 0.476
Residuals 49 3007.7 61.4

(A) (B)

** ***

Figure 4. The number of trials where participants chose to check the model’s prediction. (A) The total
number of checks; (B) the difference between the checks of the objects drawn from the low-accuracy
set and the ones from the high-accuracy set. A positive value corresponds to a larger amount of
checks for the objects of low accuracy. The data are visualized using bar plots and violin plots with
superimposed individual data for each participant. In violin plots, the thick gray bar in the center
represents the interquartile range. The thin gray line represents the rest of the distribution except
the outliers. The error bars in the bar plots indicate confidence intervals of 95% computed using
bootstrapping. The indicators of significant differences obtained from the ANOVA analysis are
**: p < 0.005, ***: p < 0.001. Not significant differences are not indicated.
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3.2.2. Total Score

Figure 5 demonstrates the total score across the conditions and risk levels. The re-
spective ANOVA results are summarized in Table 2. There was a significant effect of
the condition (F = 36.223, p < 0.001) and risk (F = 119.076, p < 0.001), as well as the
risk–condition interaction (F = 4.808, p < 0.05). The post hoc Tukey test showed significant
differences between all the groups.

Table 2. The summary table for ANOVA results for the total score. DF is degrees of freedom, Sum Sq
contains values for the sum of squares, Mean Sq are mean squares, and F- and p-values are respective
ANOVA statistics values.

Factor DF Sum Sq Mean Sq F-Value p-Value

Risk 1 49,135 49,135 119.076 1.76 × 10−15

Condition 1 14,947 14,947 36.223 1.42 × 10−7

Risk:Condition 1 1984 1984 4.808 0.0325
Residuals 56 23,108 413

*
***

*** ***

Figure 5. The total score in the experimental sessions. The data are visualized using bar plots with
superimposed individual data for each participant. The error bars indicate confidence intervals
of 95% computed using bootstrapping. The indicators of significant differences obtained from the
ANOVA analysis are *: p < 0.05, ***: p < 0.001.

3.2.3. Decision Time

In Figure 6, the duration of the decision phase is shown across conditions and risk
levels. The presented data were first cured from outliers using the interquartile range
approach. The main origin of the outliers was sporadic Unity freezing, where the recorded
decision time was abnormally long. This occurred a maximum of once per experimental
session. Note that, in contrast to other behavioral metrics where there is one data point
for each participant per experimental session, there are multiple points for the decision
time for each participant as each individual trial is considered. The cured data were
normalized using a logarithmic function. The respective ANOVA results are summarized
in Table 3. There was a significant effect of condition (F = 32.838, p < 0.001) and risk
(F = 14.092, p < 0.001). A post hoc Tukey test showed a significant difference between the
decision time across “not revealed” and “revealed” conditions for both low risk (padj < 0.05)
and high risk (padj < 0.001). Furthermore, there was a significant difference between the
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decision time in the “not revealed” condition across risk levels (padj < 0.005). The respective
difference for the “revealed” condition was not significant.

Table 3. The summary table for ANOVA results for the decision time. DF is degrees of freedom,
Sum Sq contains values for the sum of squares, Mean Sq are mean squares, and F- and p-values are
respective ANOVA statistics values.

Factor DF Sum Sq Mean Sq F-Value p-Value

Risk 1 1.6 1.566 14.092 0.000176
Condition 1 3.6 3.648 32.838 1.05 × 10−8

Risk:Condition 1 0.3 0.273 2.459 0.116937
Residuals 5613 623.6 0.111

***
**

*

Figure 6. The duration of the decision-making phase where the participants had to choose either to
check the model’s prediction or delegate the decision to the AI. The error bars indicate confidence
intervals of 95% computed using bootstrapping. The individual data are not shown to not overload
the figure. The indicators of significant differences obtained from the ANOVA analysis are *: p < 0.05,
**: p < 0.005, and ***: p < 0.001. Not significant differences are not indicated.

4. Discussion
4.1. Summary of Results

In this study, we investigated whether disclosing to the user the potential AI system’s
error before the system’s deployment affects the efficiency of the User–AI collaboration in a
VR setup. In summary, we found the following results:

• We found no influence of conveying the potential AI error to the user on the total
number of checks. Furthermore, there was no significant risk effect.

• Crucially, after the low-accuracy scenarios were revealed to the participants, the dis-
tribution of the checks between the high- and low-accuracy significantly changed for
both risk levels. Specifically, the participants more frequently checked the cases when
the potential AI error was more probable. The finding becomes more prominent when
considering the ratio of the high- and low-accuracy trials number: even though, in the
majority of trials, the target object represented the high-accuracy cases (80% of trials,
see Section 2) and the remaining minority (20% of trials) were the objects detected
at low-accuracy, the absolute number of the model’s decision checks was still signifi-
cantly larger for the low-accuracy trials. Regarding the risk influence, no significant
effect was found on the distribution of the checks between the high- and low-accuracy.
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• The participants spent less time on decision making on whether to check the model’s
prediction or not once the low-accuracy scenarios were disclosed to them for both risk
levels. When the potential erroneous scenarios were not revealed, the participants
needed more time to decide whether to accept the model’s decision without checking
it. However, once the low-accuracy objects were revealed, the decision time decreased
and no longer depended on the risk level.

• We found a significant effect of conveying the potential error on the total score,
which significantly increased once the low-accuracy scenarios were disclosed to the
participants for both risk levels. Furthermore, a significant influence of the risk factor
on the total score was found. Namely, the difference in score between the “revealed”
and “not revealed” conditions were found larger for the higher risk.

4.2. Explanations of Findings

There are several factors that may help to explain the results of this experiment.
In the context of XAI, prior work emphasizes not only that users should be able to

build trust toward AI but also should be capable of detecting potentially malfunctioning
AI. Building on this recommendation, we see that, by highlighting the AI’s performance,
users may have become aware of an AI with low predictive power and therefore adapted
their strategy. Through transparent potential error communication, the users were able
to anticipate when it was worth following an AI recommendation or actively engage in
the decision process based on their experienced trust or distrust. Furthermore, our results
also highlight that error communication did not affect the overall self-reported trust in
the system.

An additional factor for these findings may be the perception of risk: on one side, we
see no effect of risk on the number of checks but, on the other side, we see a significant
influence of risk perception on the decision time. An explanation for these results may lie in
the perceived level of risk to which the users were exposed. Due to the limited capabilities
of a controlled lab environment, we were not able to increase the severity of risk that may
have caused the users to perceive not being in a risky situation.

The findings on the decision time suggest that conveying the potential AI error to
the user helps the user make a faster decision on whether to actively check the model’s
prediction before accepting it or fully delegating it to the AI regardless of the risk level.
These results are in line with prior work [70] showing that users required longer to make a
decision whenever they felt insecure about the decision. By providing information about
the AI’s shortcomings, the users anticipated potential risks more easily and were therefore
able to make faster decisions [71]. As prior research shows, a higher risk may increase
the time required to make a decision [72], which we also observed in the “not revealed”
condition. However, our results show that, once the AI’s performance information was
revealed, there was no significant difference in the decision time across risk levels.

The findings about the total score may reflect the participant’s performance improve-
ment when communicating the potential AI error. We consider the total score increase as a
product of a more efficient participant’s strategy of collaborating with the AI. Note that the
risk effect becomes apparent as the score increment and decrement are larger at high risk.
Thus, given that the total number of checks of the model’s decision did not vary between
two conditions and across two risks, the total score difference was substantially bigger at a
high risk.

4.3. Implications for Design

Our results provide several implications to the AI developers striving to be more
mindful of the users’ resources.

First, our data highlight the need for developers to be transparent about the potential
for low-accuracy scenarios. In the context of assistive technology, if the system consistently
performs insufficiently, be it operating in low-light or cluttered environments or detecting
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objects with specific textures at low accuracy, along with trying to improve that, it is crucial
to ensure the user is aware of these drawbacks.

Second, even with the low accuracy of the AI, users did not lose their trust in the
system. This suggests that presenting the potential error does not necessarily induce
algorithm aversion [47]. Therefore, the results of our work recommend that designers may
prioritize a clear communication of potential errors and capabilities of the AI to reduce the
risk of potential loss in performance.

Third, designers should be aware of the fact that the user’s performance may be
influenced by the system but not be a direct measurement of it. This work emphasizes
that researchers and designers must consider the underlying source of data for their
measurement in order to interpret the gained information correctly. For example, as long
as the decision time remains at the same level as in other situations, the user’s intervention
should not necessarily be considered a prerequisite to adjusting the AI system.

4.4. Limitations and Future Work

In the present work, we intended to carefully address the effect the potential error
conveyed on the user’s behavior. Nonetheless, it is important to comment on the existing
limitations and potential future research directions.

First, while the main focus of this study was the effect of disclosing the potential
error on user collaboration with AI, we also expected some differences in the performance
across various risk levels. It is not a trivial task to ensure that the participants perceive
actual risk in the experimental setup as it is still remote from a real-life situation. In the
present work, the scoring system appeared to be a reasonable approach to inducing the
risk of failure. Even though no differences were found in the number of checks across
various risks, the data showed a significant risk effect on the decision time and the total
score. We suggest that a finer scoring arrangement could be more sensitive to the risk effect
in other constructs, such as the number of checks. Future studies should systematically
investigate this.

Second, in the current study, the AI algorithm was only simulated. This approach
ensured the stable accuracy levels of the AI system attributing to the high- and low-accuracy
scenarios. However, there is the risk that the participants do not believe that there is an
AI algorithm. Given the high stated accuracy of the AI system, 90%, the substantial self-
reported trust ratings indicated that the participants indeed perceived there was an actual
AI algorithm in the experiment. While the trust questionnaire sufficiently served our
purpose in this study, future researchers should focus on the role of trust and investigate
how disclosing the potential system error affects the trust of the user in AI.

Third, the present study is intended to provide implications primarily for the assistive
technology application. However, the experiment was performed by young healthy partici-
pants and not patients. The VR paradigm enabled the realistic simulation of a grasping
task in the context of assistive technology as well as a high level of realism and a stronger
immersion of the participants into the experiment. Nonetheless, future studies should
closely examine to what extent the findings of the present study can be transferred to
real patients.

Fourth, the number of participants in the present study (n = 15) is not extensive.
We argue that the experiment was intended to reproduce a more realistic scenario of a
grasping task in the context of assistive technologies. Thus, as previously discussed, VR
technology was selected for the paradigm implementation. Collecting the data from the
participants using VR is typically resource-consuming and, therefore, challenging for the
set size. The results of the present study serve as an initial step in evaluating the influence
of disclosing the AI potential error to the user prior to the system deployment on the
efficiency of User–AI collaboration while enabling a more realistic implementation. Future
studies should extend the number of the participants to strengthen and expand the findings
of the present work.
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Finally, it is important to mention individual variability. In our experiment, some
users were generally more eager to delegate their final decision to the AI than others due
to personal preferences. It manifests in the number of checks being nearly zero for some
participants while reaching several dozens for others. This, on one hand, creates a challenge
for the researchers striving to draw generalizing conclusions. On the other hand, it opens
up new opportunities to better understand users’ needs and contribute to developing more
efficient human-centric AI systems tailored to the user. Beyond the scope of the present
work, it is compelling to deliberately study the individual variability in the error conveying
effect on the user’s behavior.

Additionally, future research may look into whether it would be beneficial to actively
offer the user an opportunity to check the AI’s prediction constantly or only when necessary,
such as in low-accuracy scenarios and high-risk situations. Furthermore, future researchers
may investigate various design aspects of error communication in order to find the most
efficient way to communicate the AI’s performance.

5. Conclusions

In the last few decades, artificial intelligence has rapidly entered into various aspects
of assistive technology and User–AI collaboration has become an increasingly common
paradigm in this context. However, the designers of AI-based assistive technology have
inconclusive design recommendations, where HCI researchers suggest communicating the
AI’s error while AI researchers emphasize that communicating potential errors may cause
algorithm aversion. To address this gap, we conducted a VR study in which the participants
either intervene or delegate the decision to the AI. We compared the participants’ behavior
with and without disclosure of the AI’s low accuracy in different scenarios while also
varying risk.

Our results show that communicating the potential AI error was beneficial to the
user’s performance and led to a more efficient collaboration between the user and AI.
Through our work, we want to help the designers of assistive technology to better under-
stand how to communicate potential errors to their users and create even more effective
assistive technology.
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